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Independence Power & Light Selects Milsoft Engineering Analysis
ABILENE, Texas – April 9, 2013 — Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc., The City of Independence - Power & Light
Department (IPL) in Missouri has chosen Milsoft Engineering Analysis (EA).
IPL has spent 100 years ensuring that customers in Independence have reliable access to as much electric power as
they need at the lowest possible price and with the highest level of customer service. The utility continues to deploy
the best systems and applications that it can find to achieve these goals and recently acquired the Milsoft outage
management system (OMS). “We will be using Milsoft EA to create and maintain the detailed circuit model that we
need for the best results from our OMS,” said Leon Daggett, Power & Light Director. “We are pleased with Milsoft’s
commitment to seamlessly integrate their software solutions not only with each other but also with the other systems
and software that we use from other vendors.”
Milsoft EA is used by nearly 1,000 electric utilities, consultants, universities, research labs and others to model
electric distribution networks for planning, analysis and operations. The extremely sophisticated but easy-to-use
software has been helping utilities for more than 25 years to increase employee productivity, service reliability and
operational efficiency as well as to ensure the most economical system improvements and additions. The software is
unparalleled in detail, accuracy and versatility, and Milsoft’s excellence in customer support is legendary.
About Independence Power & Light
IPL is a municipally-owned electric utility established in 1901 to provide the residents and businesses of
Independence with safe, reliable and affordable electric service. The utility serves 56,000 customers within the city of
Independence, Missouri, through an electric distribution system of 650 miles of power lines. At IPL customer service
and reliable electric power are high priority. To learn more visit: www.indepmo.org.
About Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc.
The Milsoft team has provided industry leading engineering and operations software and support to electric utilities in
the US and abroad for more than 25 years. Some 1,000 utilities, consultants, universities and others use Milsoft
solutions for planning, analysis and operations. Milsoft’s E&O System integrates Milsoft’s Engineering Analysis,
Outage Management, Geographic Information, Field Engineering and IVR Communications with each other and with
a utility’s other applications and data to enable the most efficient and effective planning, operation and management
of an intelligent grid. Learn more at: www.milsoft.com.

